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Wind Power Sucks Subsidies
Instead of Turning Turbines
Media Statement by Viv Forbes
Chairman, The Carbon Sense Coalition.
Any quotes taken directly from this statement may be attributed to Mr Forbes
To view in your browser, or to print, control/click below:
http://carbon-sense.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/wind-power-sucks-subsidies.pdf

The Carbon Sense Coalition today called on the Australian federal government and the opposition
to abolish all renewable energy targets, certificates and subsidies.
The Chairman of Carbon Sense, Mr Viv Forbes, said that it was time for those who worship wind
turbines to pay their full cost, and not force other electricity consumers and tax payers to pay for a
costly, unreliable and obsolete method of generating electricity.
“Wind power has been around since Don Quixote and it belongs in an industrial museum not in a
modern economy.
“For too much of the time, the wind just sucks subsidies when it should be turning turbines.
“The 20% renewable energy target is unachievable without perpetual government mandates and
subsidies and should be abolished.”

Quote:
Green worshippers tell us “The wind is free.” But wind power is not free. All natural energy
resources such as coal, wind and sun appear “free” – no one has to incur costs to create them. But
turning a “free” resource into usable electricity costs money for collecting, generating and
distributing that energy. To consumers and tax payers, the real cost of wind power is very high, no
matter how well it is hidden by politicians.

Cartoon Credit: Steve Hunter http://www.stevehunterillustrations.com.au/
Reproduction of this cartoon is allowed by the author. If cartoon is missing, click link at the top of this statement.
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Wind power is not reliable. No one can make the wind blow when the energy is needed – in fact,
wind farms produce, on average, less than 30% of their nameplate capacity, often at times of low
demand and low electricity prices. Not one conventional power plant has been replaced by wind –
the old reliables stay there, incurring maintenance costs, because they are still needed as backup
for the many times when there is zero wind power. In cold still weather, wind turbines actually
consume power from the grid to keep them from freezing up – they are better at harvesting
subsidies than harvesting wind. This unpredictable waxing and waning of the wind also increases
the chances of sudden brownouts and surges on electricity networks.
Wind power harms the environment. Because of the large area of land needed to collect low-density
wind energy, wind power requires more land-clearing, needs more transmission lines, kills more
wildlife, lights more bushfires and uglifies more landscape per unit of electricity than conventional
power. And the sub-sonic whine of the turbines drives neighbours batty and devalues local
properties.
Like hydro-power, wind power is limited, with few suitable sites. And every wind turbine slows the
wind, thus reducing the wind energy available to any downwind turbines. It is “renewable” but it is
not unlimited.
Wind power is justified by claims that it reduces emissions and thus reduces global warming.
However, when all the steel, concrete, construction, roads, transmission lines, backup,
maintenance, replacement and rehabilitation are taken into account, wind power contributes nothing
to reducing emissions or changing global climate.
However wind turbines DO change the local weather. Wind is the major component of weather.
Winds bring moisture to the inland, dilute and clear pollution from the cities, and change air
temperatures everywhere. Wind towers rob the wind of its energy, affecting local wind speeds and
changing local weather patterns, and the more there are, the greater the effect.
Wind power is an expensive, intermittent and limited energy source that degrades the environment,
kills birds, but does nothing to improve global climate.
There should be no special subsidies, tax breaks, market mandates or regulations for any energy
technology – all should compete on an equal basis and all consumers should be free to choose their
supplier.
Wind energy should be paid for by those who want it, not by captive taxpayers or electricity
consumers.

Viv Forbes,
Rosewood Qld Australia
forbes@carbon-sense.com

STOP THESE THINGS
A National Rally against Wind Power in Canberra, June 18, at Parliament House, Canberra. See:
http://stopthesethings.com/?s=rally
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More reading for those interested:
Renewable Energy becoming a financial nightmare in Germany:
http://www.epaw.org/documents.php?lang=en&article=cost11
Wind Farm Performance vs Demand:
http://windfarmperformance.info/documents/analysis/monthly/aemo_wind_201203_hhour.pdf
Ontario Wind Farm Performance:
ontariowindperformance.wordpress.com
How wind works in Denmark – they export it often at a loss to Scandinavia who balance the fluctuating wind with quick-reacting hydropower:
http://incoteco.com/upload/CIEN.158.2.66.pdf
Wind vs Coal – how to hide the real costs:
http://grumpydenier.wordpress.com/guest-posts/tony-from-oz/is-wind-power-cheaper-than-coal-fired-power-well-no/2/#page2
The impact of wind power on household energy bills:
http://thegwpf.org/images/stories/gwpf-reports/hughes-evidence.pdf
Green Energy causing the first real decline in British living standards since the Industrial Revolution:
http://us4.campaign-archive1.com/?u=c920274f2a364603849bbb505&id=714df55eee&e=e1638e04a2
UK - Grid pays six million pounds to wind farms to turn off the turbines:
http://www.heraldscotland.com/news/home-news/grid-pays-6m-to-turn-off-wind-farm-turbines.21096009
Wind Farm Ghosts – who cleans up afterwards?
http://www.americanthinker.com/2010/02/wind_energys_ghosts_1.html
What about “green jobs”? They cost $11.5M per job in the US:
http://www.aei-ideas.org/2013/05/renewable-energy-projects-cost-us-taxpayers-26-billion-for-only-2300-permanent-jobs-which-is-11-5million-per-job/
Wind Farm noise harms health and sleep:
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/earth/energy/windpower/9653429/Wind-farm-noise-does-harm-sleep-and-health-say-scientists.html
Spanish wind farms kill 6 to 18 million birds & bats a year:
http://savetheeaglesinternational.org/releases/spanish-wind-farms-kill-6-to-18-million-birds-bats-a-year.html
Wind farms are a greater threat to wildlife than climate change:
http://www.spectator.co.uk/features/8807761/wind-farms-vs-wildlife/
Big Green helps Big Wind to hide Bird and Bat Butchery:
http://carbon-sense.com/2013/05/21/big-green-helps-big-wind-hide-bird-and-bat-butchery/
Wind turbines cause fog:
http://thepointman.wordpress.com/2013/04/26/its-an-ill-wind/
Wind turbines cause local heating:
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2012-04-30/wind-farms-linked-to-temperature-rises/3979930
Wind Farms Warm Texas:
http://news.discovery.com/earth/weather-extreme-events/hot-wind-farms-120429.htm
Wind Turbines Catch Fire:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?NR=1&v=p5KvJjI21i0&feature=endscreen
Wind farms and forest fires:
http://bangordailynews.com/2011/06/29/opinion/forest-fires-and-wind-turbines-the-danger-no-one-is-talking-about/
Wind power Has Limits. The more you use the less there is:
http://www.abc.net.au/environment/articles/2013/04/09/3732966.htm
Why Wind Won’t Work:
http://carbon-sense.com/2011/02/08/why-wind-wont-work/
And for a web discussion, or to make a comment see:
http://wattsupwiththat.com/2013/05/10/the-faults-fallacies-and-failures-of-wind-power/

For More information on The Carbon Sense Coalition see: www.carbon-sense.com
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